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■ Known Problems

■ Documentation Updates

Product Overview
Broadly stated, Express Server was designed to bring OLAP capabilities into the 
enterprise-wide, heterogeneous computing environments of the 21st century. As 
such, it supports all major network configurations for OLAP applications, including 
Client/Server, Server/Server and Intranet/Internet. In addition, by building on a 
multi-threaded architecture, it takes particular advantage of today’s operating 
systems which offer multi-threading. 
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Because of the multiple demands of this new corporate environment, there are a 
number of different areas where Express Server provides new capabilities and 
functionality. In addition, the design process leveraged the existing strengths of 
Express Servers data manipulation capabilities, including the calculation engine 
and stored procedure language. Release 6.0 corrected or eliminated some of the 
architectural restrictions of the previous Express Server product line - for example, 
the need to allocate a full process to each connected client application.

Finally, Express Server implements the full modularization required by the 
markets rapidly changing demands. For example, it is possible to add or remove 
components of the Server by simply adding or removing them from the Express 
Configuration Manager and restarting the Server. This modularization incorporates 
the key principles of object oriented technology, such as encapsulation and 
polymorphism, which have been demonstrated to lower the time and cost of 
product maintenance and enhancement. 

Express Server is delivered as a separate product for each supported Unix platform. 
This document refers to Express Server for Unix generically. Platform specific 
considerations will be indicated where appropriate. 

Product Features
Express Server, Release 6.2 introduces a number of important new features, 
including:

■ Command line utilities to control Express Server instances and execute 
commands.

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager Integration for job scheduling.

■ Relational Access Manager, Release 6.2.

■ Support for using Personal Express 5 to debug an Express Server program that 
you run through SNAPI.
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System Requirements
The following table lists the Oracle Express Server requirements:  

The following OLAP products work with Express Server 6.2:

■ Oracle Express Analyzer 2.1, 2.2

■ Oracle Express Objects 2.1, 2.2

■ Oracle Express Administrator 2.1, 2.2

■ Oracle Express Web Publisher 2.0

■ Oracle Express Web Agent 2.0

■ Spreadsheet Add-in 2.3

■ Personal Express 5.0.1, 5.0.1.0.1, 5.0.3, and 6.2

System Item Requirements

Administration Tools Intel Windows NT 4.0 workstation for Express Server 
administration

Minimum Server Hardware 
Configuration

Siemens Reliant-UNIX 5.44C1014 or above

Express Server 6.2 will NOT run on Reliant-Unix 
5.43.

Express Server 6.2 is only certified to run on RM600 
and RM600E hardware.

CPU R10000 CPU

Memory A minimum of 256 MB RAM is required to install the 
Oracle Express Server products.

This memory configuration is the absolute minimum, 
and is impractical for typical usage.

Swap Space 512 GB of swap space

Patches to Reliant-UNIX 
5.44C1014

SIY4C114+

SIY4C116+

These are both short term bug fixes to 
ReliantUnix-Y 5.44C10, please see your support 
representatives for the latest updates which may 
subsume these.
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Installation Notes
Express Server Installation and ORACLE_HOME When you begin installation of 
Express Server, the Installer lets you specify the location of the Oracle home 
directory. If you have set the environment variable ORACLE_HOME, the Installer 
displays its value. You can accept this value as the path of the Oracle home 
directory, or you can specify a different path. 

Note that the Installer cannot detect a pre-existing Oracle installation unless 
$ORACLE_HOME is defined within the installation environment. There may be a 
pre-existing Oracle installation on the host without the Installer detecting any 
pre-existing Oracle home.

There are two cases in which you must specify a new Oracle home:

1. When you are installing Express Server with OCI (support for direct 
connections to an Oracle RDBMS).

2. When you are installing Oracle WebServer.

This requirement for a separate Oracle home is consistent with the installation 
mechanism for multiple Oracle RDBMS: that is, if you are to support both Oracle7 
and Oracle8 installations on a single machine, they must reside under separate 
Oracle home directories. 

With OCI-enabled Express Server and Oracle WebServer installations, the Installer 
copies the Release 8.0.4 version of the Oracle8 Required Support Files to a location 
under the Oracle home that you specify.

Keep in mind that there are two mechanisms for installing Express Server with OCI 
support: a typical installation, and a custom installation that includes OCI. If you do 
not want OCI support, choose a "Typical (No SQL)" installation, or perform a 
custom installation and leave out OCI support.

Similarly, a typical installation of Oracle Express Web Agent, which may be part of 
an Express Server Package installation, may include Oracle Web Application 
Server. In any of these cases, the Oracle RDBMS, Release 8.0.4 support files will 
be installed, creating the conditions for which you may need to define a new Oracle 
home. 

IMPORTANT: If you install into an Oracle home containing 
Oracle7 or Oracle8, the support files used by the pre-existing 
Oracle RDBMS will be overwritten with the Release 8.0.4 
support files. 

If you were running Oracle7 or a different version of Oracle8, 
your pre-existing RDBMS installation will be disabled. 
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If you have occasion to re-run the install program to add Express components, you 
must install them in the same ORACLE_HOME as the original Express 
installation.

Important Windows Client Installation Note

The Windows Client CD-ROM includes a new version of the Oracle Installer. 
When installing, instead of the Language dialog box, you will see an enhanced 
Oracle Installation Settings dialog box. It is important that you choose DEFAULT_
HOME for the name field. If you select any other setting for your Oracle home, you 
will experience unpredictable results. All OLAP Windows products must be 
installed in the default Oracle home. 

Mounting the Installation CD-ROM on Siemens 
Reliant-UNIX
Please follow these steps to mount the CD-ROM: 

1. Log in as root:

$ su root
Password:

2. Create an empty directory (named /CDROM in this example) as the mount 
point for mounting the CD-ROM drive and set the permissions to make it 
accessible by all users: 

# mkdir /CDROM
# chmod 777 /CDROM

3. Insert your CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive and mount it to the mount point 
directory: 

# /usr/bin/mount -F hs -r ro /dev/ios0/sdisk006s0 /CDROM

4. Test that the data can be read from the CD-ROM:

# ls /CDROM

5. Exit the root account:

# exit

Note: This is only an example. mount is normally in /usr/bin, 
but may reside elsewhere. The CD-ROM device may also have a 
different path, which might be found with the command autoconf 
-l | grep CD.
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6. Log in as the user that you wish to install as (usually oracle):

$ su oracle
Password:

7. Go to the installation directory on your CD-ROM file system:

$ cd /CDROM/orainst

You can then run the installer from this directory or access the Oracle 
documentation viewer.

Helpful Hints

Scalability for large numbers of users

In order to scale for many users, depending on the application, note that it may be 
desirable to configure multiple instances in order to take advantage of multiple 
CPUs. Contact your OLAP representative for more information. 

Configuring PageBufferCount

Setting the PageBufferCount too small can cause performance problems. Setting 
the PageBufferCount too high can cause operational problems such as inability of 
one or more instances of Express Server to initialize, the inability of additional 
Express clients to connect to the server, client session abends (segmentation 
violations) when attempting an SQL connection to an Oracle RDBMS. Please see 
the Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide for a more 
complete discussion. 

SQL Support for Reliant-UNIX

There is no ODBC support for Express Server 6.2 on Siemens Reliant-UNIX. 
Support for the Oracle RDBMS is provided through the OCI (Oracle Call Interface) 
module. 

Note: You must have root privileges to mount or unmount the 
CD-ROM. Use either the eject command, or umount /CDROM 
and use the manual eject button to remove the CD-ROM from the 
drive.
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File Creation on Reliant-UNIX

In order to enforce security, files are created with the owner as specified by the 
FileOwner parameter of the configuration setting. The group owner is set to be the 
primary group of the non-owner (the client or the DBA as the case may be). Rw 
permissions are also implicitly imposed irrespective of the value of the 
DefaultMode parameter in the configuration setting. It is recommended that the 
DefaultMode be set to 000 in order to restrict access to the intended users. Since the 
file is originally created with the DBA user as the owner, in either case one of the 
file owner/group owner is changed. See the Oracle Express Server Installation and 
Configuration Guide for more details. 

Supported Transports

Express Server 6.2 on Unix supports Oracle Remote Operations running over 
TCP/IP. In the Connection Utility the protocol name for Oracle Remote Operations 
TCP is called ora_ro_tcp. In the Session Manager the same protocol has a name of 
ncro_ip_tcp. They are both the same protocol even though their names are slightly 
different. 

For Express Server 6 remote connections, use ora_ro_tcp (Oracle Remote 
Operations) to connect to Unix operating systems. Use ncacn_ip_tcp (TCP/IP) to 
connect to Microsoft Windows NT operating systems. 

New Restriction on INPLACE

Databases must now be opened in exclusive mode if operations are to be performed 
on INPLACE variables. If you use INPLACE variables in your Express 
applications, please consult the technote "Using In-Place Variables" for a complete 
discussion. 

Migrating from a prior release of Express Server

In order to use a database that was created from a prior version of Express Server, 
you must first export the contents of the database to an eif file, create the database 
under Express Server 6.2, then import. Programs can then be recompiled and 
stripped if appropriate. Express 5 uses the OEM character set while Express 6 uses 
the ANSI character set. If your data contains characters in the upper 128, you may 
need to set up a translation table before you export your data to an EIF file. See the 
Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide for more details. 
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XCA Port default value and upgrading from Express 5

By default, Express Server 6 installation uses port number 6543 for XCA for the 
first Server instance. Since 6543 is also Express 5’s default XCA port number you 
may experience port collision such that attempts to establish connections to Express 
Server 6 configured with XCA port 6543 would fail. This is because ’inetd’ is 
already listening to port 6543 (through /etc/services and corresponding 
inetd.conf) for Express 5. 

To resolve this port conflict simply configure one, or the other, for different port 
number. For example, you could configure Express 6’s XCA port number to 6544 
via the following steps:

1. Start the Express 6 Configuration Manager.

2. Select ’Configuration settings’ (next)

3. Select ’Identifiers’ tab, highlight ’XCAPortNumber’

4. Change the value field to 6544 and click ’set’. 

5. Click on "OK " to exit the configuration manager and restart the Express 6 
instance. 

Using Express 2.1 Clients with Express Server 6.2

If you would like to run version 2.1 of Oracle Express Administrator, Oracle 
Express Objects or Oracle Express Analyzer with Express Server 6.2, you must 
first perform the following steps: 

1. Install Express Server 6.2 and choose a Custom Install. Select to install 
Express Client 2.1 files. 

2. Install Express Connection Editor 6.2 

Reminder: When connecting to server having non-default XCA port 
number you will need to use the PORTNO keyword on the XCA 
CONNECT command. For example: 

CONNECT SERVER yourhost ID yourid PASSWORD yourpwd ENCRYPT yes
PORTNO 6544

where 6544 was set above in the configuration manager. You would match 
your PORTNO field to whatever you configured for the server.

IMPORTANT: Read Appendix C, "Upgrading from Express 5" 
from the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide, if you 
are upgrading from Express 5.x. 
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3. Edit your Express Client 2.1 XCONNECT.INI file to include <your 
oracle home>\olap\ecf620 in the ConnectionPath setting. For 
example, your XCONNECT.INI file might look like this after it has been 
edited: 

[General]
ConnectionPath=C:\ORANT\olap\ECF210; C:\ORANT\olap\ECF620

The Express Client 2.1 XCONNECT.INI file can be found in the directory 
<your oracle home>\olap\ecf210.

4. Start up Oracle Express Administrator 2.1 and select the Express Server 6.2.0 
connection. 

Relational Database Support in Express Server 6.2

Express Server 6.2 on Siemens Reliant-UNIX supports Oracles OCI version 8.0.4 
driver to Oracle RDBMS. 

If you have an existing Oracle installation on your system, you should normally 
install Express Server in the same Oracle home directory. However, if your Oracle 
SQL components are installed under a separate Oracle home directory, you must set 
Express Servers ORACLE_HOME environment variable in order for Express 
Server to make SQL connections to it. 

To set Express Servers ORACLE_HOME environment variable, edit the 
express.prm file in the OLAP_HOME directory. Set ORACLE_HOME to the home 
directory for your Oracle SQL components. In your express.prm file, you must 
have an environment variable ORA_NLS33 that points to the directory containing 
the NLS (National Language Support) files for Oracle 8.0.4. 

The TWO_TASK environment variable must also be set for OCI connections. If 
this environment variable is not set, an attempt to connect to the Oracle RDBMS 
using OCI may bring down Express Server. 

Required Siemens Reliant-UNIX 5.44C Patches

Express Server may require Reliant-UNIX OS patches for various fixes in order to 
properly support Express 6.2 functionality. Serious problems such as process 
hanging may occur without them. These are the identification numbers of the 
patches:

SIY4C114+
SIY4C116+

These should be obtained directly from Siemens in package (.pkg) form. The root 
user should install the packages (using pkgadd) in single-user mode. 
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Without these patches, Express Server may not run. Proper installation of the 
patches may be verified by issuing the following command at the operating system 
command line: 

pkginfo -l | grep SIY

Express Server 6.2 will not run under Reliant-UNIX 5.43 or earlier versions. 

Starting and Stopping the Express Service Environment

To start and stop the Express Service Environment, follow the instructions in the 
Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide. The name and 
location of the script file is as follows: 

Platform    name  location
Siemens Reliant-UNIX  express  /etc/init.d/express

SNAPI Datatype Change

The definition of string parameters to the SNAPI functions has been changed from 
LPSTR (signed char *) to text (unsigned char *) to support international characters.

Host Properties in Configuration and Service Managers

Previously, the Configuration Manager and Service Manager tools required that 
you specify two port numbers to identify the Express Service Environment on a 
given host computer. The help topic for the Host Properties dialog box in both the 
Configuration and Service Manager help systems specifies a port number for the 
Master Daemon xsdaemon as well as a port number of the Agent Daemon xsagent. 
Now you only have to specify the port number of the Master Daemon; its default 
value is 6789. 

If you have a previous version of the administration tools in which you have 
specified non-default port numbers, you need to reset the host properties in the new 
version.

Event Log Accessible in Service Manager

Express Server stores informational messages and error messages in an event log 
called OESEvent.log. You can consult the event log to check the status of an 
Express service or trouble-shoot a problem. The event log is a text file; its location 
is specified by the EventLogPath setting in Express Configuration Manager.

Previously, you had to start up a text editor such as Notepad to view the event log. 
Now you can access the event log from Express Service Manager.

To view the event log from Service Manager:

1. Go to the Manage Service dialog box (the one that has the traffic light).
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2. In the OES Event Log box, verify the path of the event log. If necessary, you 
can change the path by choosing the Change Path button. The new path name 
will become the new value of the EventLogPath setting in Express 
Configuration Manager.

3. Still in the OES Event Log box, choose View.

Known Problems

Using BASIC Security with Netscape Enterprise Server

Using BASIC security setting with Netscape Enterprise Server 3.0 will result in an 
authorization failure. The workaround is to use FORM security. 

Aggregation functions when used with composites

If you limit the base dimensions of a composite in such a way that none of the 
existing combinations of values in the composite are in status, the aggregation 
functions will return NA in situations where a value might be expected. This 
problem affects the following aggregation functions: ANY, EVERY and NONE. 
This will be resolved in future releases. 

Very Low Memory Condition

Under very low memory conditions, Express Server can get stuck in a tight loop 
looking for available pages, so that no useful work is being done by any of the 
running clients. This condition is characterized by a single thread (the "Collector" 
thread) running at 100% on its CPU, with the other threads in a wait state and 
getting no CPU at all. To remedy this, the administrator should: 

1. Increase the number of pages allocated to the Paging Manager

(PageBufferCount setting in the Paging TAB in Configuration Manager)

2. Decrease the "High Water Mark" for the Collector thread

(FreePageHighCount setting in the Paging TAB in Configuration Manager)

If changing these setting leads to extensive paging at the OS level, the recourse is to 
add more memory or lower the user count. This problem will be addressed in a 
future version of Express Server. 
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Sparse Looping in Models

When a solution variable for a model contains sparse dimensions (that is, when the 
variable uses a composite) that are not listed in the model’s DIMENSION 
statement, Express loops over the solution variable using the dimension-value 
combinations of the composite rather than the values of the base dimensions. In this 
case, when Express solves the model, it assigns new values only to the 
dimension-value combination originally in the composite; it does not create or store 
new dimension-value combinations for the variable. 

This default looping behavior may result in lost data if both the source and target 
variables of a model have sparse dimensions, but use different composites to 
manage sparsity. Assume, for example, that the source composite contains 
dimension-value combinations that do not occur in the pre-solution target 
composite. In this case, the new values are not propagated to the target; they are 
ignored. 

To ensure that all values are propagated to the target, the model must loop over the 
values of the base dimensions of the solution variable rather than the 
dimension-value combinations of solution variable’s composite. 

Formerly, specifying ACROSS with the source expression’s composite would have 
this effect; unfortunately, there were other undesirable side effects. Consequently, 
this release prohibits the use of ACROSS in model equations. 

For this release, to cause a model that has a solution variable with sparse 
dimensions to loop over all the values of the base dimensions, specify all of the 
composite’s base dimensions in the model’s DIMENSION statement. In this way, 
you can ensure that all values are propagated to the target when the model is 
solved. 

Handling Non-default Decimal and Thousands Characters in 
Oracle RDBMS

A problem currently exists in the way that Express Server copies data between an 
Oracle relational database and an Express database when the decimal and 
thousands characters are changed from their default values. Express, Oracle8, and 
Oracle7 by default expect a period (.) for the decimal character and a comma (,) for 
the thousands character. These values are often changed for localization and for 
some financial applications. The following instructions explain how you can assure 
that your data is copied correctly.

Fetching data from Oracle8 or Oracle7 For data to be fetched correctly, the 
decimal character and thousands character must be the same in both the Express 
database and the Oracle relational database. 

If the Oracle relational database has this setting. . . Then Express must have these 
settings. . .
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NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS = ’.,’ DECIMALCHAR = ’.’THOUSANDSCHAR = ’,’
NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS = ’,.’ DECIMALCHAR = ’,’THOUSANDSCHAR = ’.’

Inserting data into Oracle8 or Oracle7 For data to be copied from Express 
to an Oracle relational database correctly, both databases must use the default 
values for the decimal character and thousands character. Be sure that the settings 
are correct for any Express session in which you use a decimal expression in the 
following commands:

SQL INSERT. . . VALUES expression
SQL UPDATE. . . SET expression WHERE expression
SQL SELECT. . . WHERE expression

The decimal and thousands characters must be set as follows.

Oracle Relational Database Setting Express Settings
NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS = ’.,’ DECIMALCHAR = ’.’THOUSANDSCHAR = ’,’

To change the Express settings, issue the following commands.

DECIMALCHAR = ’.’
THOUSANDSCHAR = ’,’

To change the Oracle8 or Oracle7 setting, issue this command from Express.

sql alter session set nls_numeric_characters = ’.,’

Sharing sessions between SNAPI and XCA connections

Sharing sessions between SNAPI and XCA connections was designed to debug 
programs that run through SNAPI. The procedures for this method of debugging 
are described in Chapter 4 of the Express Language Programming Guide. Any 
other use of this feature may cause unpredictable results and may lead to server 
crashes. 

Documentation Updates

Express Language Reference Manual

The printed Express Language Reference Manual no longer ships with Express 
Server. It can be ordered separately under the part number A61084-01. The on-line 
Reference Manual, EXPLANG.HLP, is shipped with Express Server and is 
installed in the Express Server program group along with the Server Administration 
tools on your NT workstation. 
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Express Command-line Utilities: Service Manager and Express 
Command

Express Server 6.2 provides two new command-line utilities to control Express 
services and execute SPL commands. These utilities will run on NT or Unix, and 
could be used in scripts. Scripts using these utilities could perform unattended 
activities, perhaps initiated by the NT at command or the Unix cron facility. They 
could also be used by the Oracle Intelligent Agent with OEM version 1.5 or later. 
Please see the Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide for 
details. 

Oracle Express Server and Oracle Enterprise Manager 
Integration

Oracle Express Server 6.2 and Oracle Enterprise Manager have been integrated to 
allow users to manage Express Server from within the Enterprise Manager Console. 
Express Server will be displayed from the Enterprise Manager Navigation Tree. 
This will allow you to launch the Server Configuration Manager, Server Manager 
and Session Manager from the Enterprise Manager Console. Batch jobs can also be 
scheduled using the Express command line utilities and the Oracle Intelligent 
Agent in OEM version 1.5 or later. Please see the Oracle Express Server 
Installation and Configuration Guide for details. 

RETRIEVE command with the USING keyword

When you use the RETRIEVE command, you can include the USING keyword to 
indicate breakout dimension lists for the remote and local expressions. In those 
breakout dimension lists, do not specify a composite. 

DATABASE VALIDATE command

When you use the VALIDATE keyword with the DATABASE command, ensure 
that you issue the command immediately after attaching the database. Results are 
not reliable if work has been done in the database since it was attached. Results are 
especially unreliable if you have used the UPDATE command. 

ERRNAMES Option

In this release, there is a new Boolean option, the ERRNAMES option, that 
controls whether the value of the ERRORTEXT option contains the name of the 
error (i.e., the value of the ERRORNAME option) as well as the text of the error 
message. If the ERRNAMES is set to YES (the default), ERRORTEXT contains 
the name and the text of the error message. If ERRNAMES is set to NO, 
ERRORTEXT contains only the text of the error message.
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New Express Language Option for Setting File Mode

FILEMODEMASK is a new text option in the Express language. You can use 
FILEMODEMASK to specify the file mode of databases, EIF files, and other files 
created by Express Server during your session.

The value of FILELMODEMASK is a bit mask. Its three octal digits specify the 
type of file access granted in addition to the default access for the file owner, the 
file owner’s group, and all other users. The default file mode grants read/write 
access to the owner and group and no access to any other users (660). 

You can use FILEMODEMASK to override the Express configuration setting 
DefaultMode for the duration of your session. The default value of DefaultMode is 
000, indicating no change to the default file mode (read/write for the owner and 
group, no access for all other users). 

To set FILEMODEMASK, use the following syntax:

filemodemask = "n"
where n is a quoted three-digit octal value. If n is less than "777", you must specify 
one or two leading zeros, as required. 

Express Server performs a logical OR on each digit of FILEMODEMASK with the 
octal digits "660". The sixes represent RW access for the file owner and group; the 
zero indicates no access for all other users. The result of this logical OR is the file 
mode for files created during the session. 

New Express Command DTB ALLOCATE

The DTB ALLOCATE command pre-extends your database to the size requested.   
Syntactically, its the same as the DTB FILESIZE command. DTB ALLOCATE 2G 
will extend your database until it is 2 Gig (rounded up to the nearest extent size) in 
size. After the command, you should find a large number of free pages if you run 
DBREPORT. If the size specified is less than or equal to the current size of the DB, 
nothing is done. 

DTB ATTACH EXCLUSIVE

The new keyword EXCLUSIVE has been added to the DTB ATTACH syntax. The 
use of this keyword will ensure that the user is the sole user of that database. If a 
user attempts to attach a database in EXCLUSIVE mode, the attach will fail unless 
there are no other users attached to the database. Similarly, other attempts to attach 
the database will result in an error if a user has the database attached exclusive. 
Note that EXCLUSIVE applies only to read/write users. 

The WAIT keyword has been expanded to allow DTB ATTACH dbname READ 
WAIT (the READ is optional) as well; this will cause the reader to wait until the 
exclusive database is detached, or the wait times out.
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New Express Option DSECONDS

DSECONDS is a new express option. It functions like the seconds option only it 
has a decimal format and is accurate to the second decimal place. The number 
returned initially isn’t meaningful in any way, but a subsequent call to DSECONDS 
can be subtracted from an initial call value to give you a fine grained elapsed timer 
from the SPL. 

New Keywords for DEFINE

We have eased the limits on the 2GB random-access data size by allowing for 
multiple random-access pagespaces in a database. Each composite or conjoint 
dimension with a BTREE index will now have its own pagespace for the BTREE 
nodes. In addition, the user may specify the OWNSPACE keyword on the DEFINE 
command for variable-width TEXT and conjoint dimensions, composites, and 
dimensioned variable-width TEXT variables and relations. 

For variable-width TEXT dimensions and variables OWNSPACE means that the 
object will have a private pagespace for its TEXT values. Since each private 
pagespace imposes about three (4096-byte) pages of overhead on total database 
size, OWNSPACE is probably not useful for small dimensions or variables. 

For conjoint dimensions and composites OWNSPACE means that the object uses a 
private pagespace for each of the hidden relation inversions that bind the object to 
its base dimensions. Because conjoints and composites tend to be large, and the size 
of each inversion is roughly 4 bytes times the number of composite / conjoint 
values, the per-pagespace overhead is likely to be negligible in most cases. Thus 
OWNSPACE will be the default for composites and conjoint dimensions. When 
defining a conjoint or named composite, the user may override this default by using 
the SHAREDSPACE keyword. 

For dimensioned relations, OWNSPACE means that the relation inversion (used for 
such operations as limiting a less aggregate dimension to a more aggregate 
dimension, e.g. LIMIT MONTH TO QUARTER) will have a private pagespace. 
This really only makes sense if there are very many values in the less aggregate 
dimension, so SHAREDSPACE will be the default. 

The OWNSPACE option is added to the OBJ function to query the OWNSPACE 
attribute. OWNSPACE or SHAREDSPACE will also be displayed by DESCRIBE 
when the object has an attribute that is not default for its object and data type. 
OWNSPACE or SHAREDSPACE will be respected for EIF EXPORT/IMPORT as 
long as the object in question is created by IMPORT; IMPORTing on top of an 
existing object will not change its OWNSPACE/SHAREDSPACE attribute. 

OWNSPACE can be applied either to newly defined objects or, through the 
COPYDFN command, to existing objects. 


